Abstract Methane hydrate occurs naturally under pressure and temperature conditions that are not straightforward to replicate experimentally. Xenon has emerged as an attractive laboratory alternative to methane for studying hydrate formation and dissociation in multiphase systems, given that it forms hydrates under milder conditions. However, building reliable analogies between the two hydrates requires systematic comparisons, which are currently lacking. We address this gap by developing a theoretical and computational model of gas hydrates under equilibrium and nonequilibrium conditions. We first compare equilibrium phase behaviors of the Xe·H 2 O and CH 4 ·H 2 O systems by calculating their isobaric phase diagram, and then study the nonequilibrium kinetics of interfacial hydrate growth using a phase field model. Our results show that Xe·H 2 O is a good experimental analog to CH 4 ·H 2 O, but there are key differences to consider. In particular, the aqueous solubility of xenon is altered by the presence of hydrate, similar to what is observed for methane; but xenon is consistently less soluble than methane. Xenon hydrate has a wider nonstoichiometry region, which could lead to a thicker hydrate layer at the gas-liquid interface when grown under similar kinetic forcing conditions. For both systems, our numerical calculations reveal that hydrate nonstoichiometry coupled with hydrate formation dynamics leads to a compositional gradient across the hydrate layer, where the stoichiometric ratio increases from the gas-facing side to the liquid-facing side. Our analysis suggests that accurate composition measurements could be used to infer the kinetic history of hydrate formation in natural settings where gas is abundant.
Introduction
Clathrate hydrates are ice-like solids crystallized from a solution of water and a hydrate former. Methane (CH 4 ) is the most commonly observed hydrate former in nature, and hence, methane hydrate is often referred to in geoscience contexts simply as gas hydrates. Despite their widespread occurrence and the long history of hydrate research, many questions remain regarding the precise mechanisms and processes that control the formation and growth of hydrates in multiphase systems. Addressing these fundamental knowledge gaps, in turn, is critical for understanding hydrate fabric formation in various geologic settings such as seafloor sediments and permafrost environments, devising strategies for energy extraction from geologic methane hydrate geologic reservoirs, and evaluating the fate of hydrate-crusted methane bubbles in the water column and their impact on ocean biogeochemistry.
Other compounds such as tetrahydrofuran (THF), carbon dioxide (CO 2 ), and xenon (Xe) can also form hydrates in the presence of water, and laboratory experiments often resort to these hydrate formers as alternatives to methane in order to recreate and understand hydrate phenomena in nature. Among these three most common analogs to methane hydrate, xenon hydrate has become increasingly popular as an experimental analog in recent years (Chaouachi et al., 2015 (Chaouachi et al., , 2017 Chen & Espinoza, 2018; Jin et al., 2008; Waite et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2016) . There are four main reasons for this: (1) Xenon forms structure I hydrate up to 1.8 GPa (Sanloup et al., 2002) , which is the hydrate structure commonly observed in nature; (2) xenon remains a gas phase under relevant experimental conditions (in contrast to THF, which is a liquid that is fully miscible with water and therefore poorly suited for studies of interfacial growth and multiphase dissociation of hydrate); (3) xenon is nonflammable and can be used to form hydrates under ambient temperature and moderate pressure (e.g., 24
• C and 7 MPa), experimental conditions which are easier to create and control in the laboratory relative to what is required for methane hydrate; and (4) due to its high molecular mass (131.3 g/mol), xenon gas can enhance the density contrast between gas hydrate and the aqueous solution, thus significantly improving image quality when using X-ray computed tomography (CT). Although there are compelling reasons for using xenon as an alternative to methane, the validity of this analogy remains to be examined. While there have been studies comparing THF and CO 2 hydrates with methane hydrate (Lee et al., 2007; Lei & Santamarina, 2018) , a systematic study comparing xenon and methane hydrates is still missing. The goal of this paper is to address this gap with a comprehensive comparison between xenon and methane hydrates, specifically regarding their equilibrium thermodynamics and nonequilibrium kinetics.
We first study equilibrium thermodynamics using CSMGem (Ballard & Sloan, 2002 , 2004a , 2004b Jager et al., 2003) to compute the isobaric phase diagram for the Xe·H 2 O and CH 4 ·H 2 O systems. We validate relevant regions of the calculated phase diagram against existing laboratory measurements. We then investigate the nonequilibrium growth dynamics of interfacial hydrates on a gas-liquid interface, using the modeling framework recently proposed by Fu et al. (2018) . Our focus here is on comparing the phase transition behaviors of the two systems. Based on our results, we argue that Xe·H 2 O is a good experimental analog for CH 4 ·H 2 O systems, both in terms of the equilibrium thermodynamic behaviors and the nonequilibrium kinetics of hydrate growth in multiphase systems. We note that xenon hydrate may differ from methane hydrate in terms of mechanical and thermal properties, and we do not address these differences in the current paper.
Equilibrium Phase Behaviors
We use CSMGem to calculate the temperature (T)-composition ( ) phase diagram for the Xe·H 2 O system at three different pressures: 2, 5, and 7.5 MPa (Figure 1b) . The same calculation for the CH 4 ·H 2 O system has been performed by others using CSMGem (Ballard & Sloan, 2002 , 2004a Jager et al., 2003) or similar methods (Zatsepina & Buffett, 1997 , 1998 (Figure 1a , at p ≈ 5 MPa). The phase boundaries in the phase diagrams exhibit similar structures in the region above the freezing point of water (blue dashed box in Figure 1a ). Specifically, along the temperature axis, this region is divided by the triple-point temperature into two sections: hydrate-free region (above the triple point) and hydrate-stable region (below the triple point). The hydrate-free region is further divided by two-phase boundaries into three zones: liquid-only (L w ), liquid-vapor coexistence (L w -V), and vapor-only (V (Figures 1c and 1d ).
Solubility in the Presence of Hydrates
As we zoom into the aqueous-hydrate-phase boundaries for xenon (Figure 1c ), we observe that the solubility of xenon experiences a nonmonotonic trend as temperature traverses through the triple point. This Experimental measurements for xenon taken from Kennan and Pollack (1990) and for methane taken from Lu et al. (2008) .
aqueous-hydrate-phase boundary feature also exists for CH 4 ·H 2 O and CO 2 ·H 2 O systems (Zatsepina & Buffett, 1997 , 1998 . This indicates that aqueous solubility is significantly altered in the presence of hydrate, where it decreases sharply with decreasing temperature once the temperature is below the triple point. The sudden decrease in solubility around the triple point allows hydrate to form directly from an aqueous solution without free gas present (Collett et al., 2009 ), a feature that can be exploited in the laboratory to mimic naturally-occurring hydrate in sediment (Buffett & Zatsepina, 2000; Priegnitz et al., 2015; Spangenberg & Kulenkampff, 2006; Waite & Spangenberg, 2013) .
Next, we directly compare aqueous solubility in the presence of hydrate for xenon and methane systems, along with existing experimental measurements (Figure 2 ). For the methane system, theoretical predictions agree with the data at all pressures from Lu et al. (2008) . The same is true for xenon at 2 MPa (Kennan & Pollack, 1990) . From Figure 2 , it is evident that xenon solubility in the presence of hydrate is, in general, smaller than that of methane, but both systems exhibit a decreasing solubility with decreasing temperature in this region.
Hydrate Nonstoichiometry
Methane hydrate is known to be a nonstoichiometric solid with variable cage occupancy (Huo et al., 2003; Sloan & Koh, 2008; Sloan et al., 2010) 
In practice, however, methane mole fractions in the hydrate phase are smaller than 0.148 and vary depending on the composition of the feeding phase (Huo et al., 2003) . Such nonstoichiometric behavior is clearly evident in the T-phase diagram for methane ( Figure 3 , bottom three curves), where the hydrate-only region (labeled H) takes on a distinct triangular shape. The triangular region is formed by the Lw-H and H-V phase boundaries, which converge at the triple point.
The T-phase diagram for xenon hydrate (Xe·5.75H 2 O for 100% cage occupancy) shows similar nonstoichiometric behaviors ( Figure 3 , top three curves) to those of methane. We find that the difference in cage occupancy between gas-facing and liquid-facing hydrates is consistently larger for xenon than for methane. Specifically, at 2 MPa and 275 K, gas-facing xenon hydrate ( eq ≈ 0.147) is expected to have 10% more xenon than liquid-facing hydrate ( eq ≈ 0.134). We also compare experimental measurements of the Xe·H 2 O triple point as reported by Ohgaki et al. (2000;  Figure 3 , dashed lines) and find they agree well with the theoretical prediction by CSMGem.
Our results thus far have demonstrated that hydrate nonstoichiometry is a robust feature predicted by equilibrium thermodynamics for both xenon and methane hydrates and has been partially validated by experimental measurements. The separation of the two-phase boundaries is an equilibrium prediction, but as we discuss in the next section, the departure from stoichiometric relations has significant implications on the nonequilibrium growth dynamics of interfacial hydrates in both methane and xenon systems.
Nonequilibrium Growth of Hydrates on Gas-Liquid Interfaces
When free gas is present in an aqueous environment, hydrate can grow on the gas-liquid interface. During such growth, however, the entire interface is out of thermodynamic equilibrium over laboratory time scales (hours to weeks) due to slow diffusion of gas and water molecules through the hydrate phase (Huo et al., 2003) . Slow diffusion through interfacial hydrate significantly impacts how gas is transported through the water column or within sediments. The phenomena of hydrate-crusted gas bubbles in the water column (Warzinski et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2016; Waite et al., 2017) and allude to the prolonged coexistence of gas, liquid, and hydrate phases (three-phase coexistence) that is not predicted by the equilibrium-phase diagram (Fu et al., 2018) . Although the three-phase configuration across the interface is out of equilibrium, the two boundaries of the growing hydrate layer can independently approach local equilibria with the phase it contacts (gas or liquid). In particular, hydrate nonstoichiometry indicates that hydrate growing into the gas phase (composition determined by H-V equilibrium) has a higher methane mole fraction than hydrate growing into the aqueous phase (composition determined by Lw-H equilibrium). Better understanding and characterization of nonstoichiometry in natural hydrates is crucial to improving our current estimates of the global methane inventory stored in hydrate form on Earth (Ruppel & Kessler, 2017; Sloan et al., 2010) . It also suggests that accurate measurement of cage occupancy in naturally formed hydrates may be used to determine the formation conditions of hydrates in the past: hydrates formed out of saturated water are expected to contain less methane than those formed in the presence of free gas (see section 3.3.3). Thus, a nonequilibrium framework is necessary in order to understand interfacial hydrates. Here we use the model recently proposed in Fu et al. (2018) to study the nonequilibrium nature of interfacial hydrate growth for both methane and xenon systems.
Continuum Theory of Gas-Liquid-Hydrate System Out of Equilibrium
We have recently developed a continuum-scale phase field model to study gas-liquid-hydrate systems far from thermodynamic equilibrium (Fu et al., 2018) . In this framework, we denote by the volumetric fractions of phase , where = g, l, s refers to the gas, liquid, and solid hydrate phase, respectively. At any given point in the continuum domain, they satisfy g + l + s ≡ 1. The system is also characterized by the pointwise mole fraction of CH 4 or Xe: = N CH 4 or Xe ∕(N CH 4 or Xe + N H 2 O ). We start by designing a simplified version of the Gibbs free energy functional for the three phases as a function of and temperature (T in Kelvin):
where mix (J/cm 3 ) is a characteristic energy density. We account for the nonlinear temperature dependence of f through its parameters, as suggested by Wilson (1964) for gas and liquid (equations (2) and (3)), and as suggested in the solidification literature (Cogswell & Carter, 2011; Moelans, 2011; Nestler et al., 2000) for the solid phase (equation (4)
Here T c is the triple-point temperature, which we use as the characteristic temperature to scale the temperature dependence of the free energy.
Under the phase field framework, the f 's are incorporated into the total free energy F( , , T), which considers the energetic interactions between phases and is composed of the bulk free energy f 0 and the interfacial energy (gradient-square terms): Here, f 0 is the bulk free energy density of all the phases and the gradient-square terms in F consider the mean field interactions between each phase pair and between the two chemical components (Fu et al., 2018) . The proposed free energy F is incorporated into a phase field model to study the nonequilibrium thermodynamics of the three-phase system. The evolution of the system variables ( and 's) is driven by potentials , which are variational derivatives of F:
Here we employ a Cahn-Hilliard-type equation (Cahn & Hilliard, 1958) to describe the molar conservation of the hydrate former (equation (8)), where diffusion is the sole process that transports CH 4 or Xe. We then use three Allen-Cahn-type equations to describe the changes in phase volume fractions due to phase transitions (equation (9)), which give rise to reaction-type kinetics. We close the system with the constraint that enforces conservation of phase fractions (equation (10)).
Here, R is the effective rate of diffusion, R is the rate of phase change for phase , and
, and D s are normalized by a characteristic gas-phase diffusion coefficient D gas ). We adopt D g = 1, D l = 10 −3 and D s = 10 −11 (whose relative magnitudes are consistent with experimental measurements, Peters et al., 2008; Witherspoon & Saraf, 1965 , and emulate slow diffusion in liquid and extremely slow diffusion within hydrate).
We note that the model presented here (1) assumes isothermal conditions; (2) assumes negligible compressibility so that the evolution is sufficiently slow to allow for pressure dissipation at the relevant length scale for hydrate formation (μm to mm)-a reasonable assumption given the slow kinetics of hydrate formation; and (3) neglects volume change upon mixing and reaction. While it is not straightforward to substantiate this last assumption quantitatively, we show below that the model captures key features of the gas-liquid-hydrate system under nonequilibrium conditions. 
Isobaric Phase Diagram
Based on the simplified Gibbs free energy (equations (2)- (4)) and the calibrated parameters reported in Table 1 , we calculate the aqueous-hydrate-phase boundary for the CH 4 ·H 2 O system at 30 MPa (Figure 4a , red curve) and the Xe·H 2 O system at 7.5 MPa (Figure 4a , black curve). In comparison to CSMGem calculations in Figures 1c and 2 , aqueous solubility in the presence of hydrate as predicted by our model is 10 times higher. However, the model correctly predicts the general trend that solubility decreases with decreasing temperature below the triple point and predicts a smaller solubility for Xe than for CH 4 in the presence of hydrate. Figure 4b illustrates our model calculation of the hydrate region (H) for CH 4 ·H 2 O and Xe·H 2 O systems, both of which agree well with predictions performed by CSMGem (Figures 1 and 3) .
Hydrate Growth on a Gas-Liquid Interface
The growth of interfacial hydrate layer is a ubiquitous process in hydrate systems and plays a crucial role in the multiphase transport of gas in both natural (Warzinski et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2016) and engineering settings (Sum et al., 2012) . In particular, understanding the growth rate and ultimate thickness of the hydrate layer is key to characterizing the time and spatial scales at which hydrate layers impact the buoyant flow of gas in seafloor sediments and the ocean water column. Existing studies have focused on using experimental methods to quantify how subcooling (Freer et al., 2001; Li et al., 2014; Tanaka et al., 2009 ) and salt concentrations (Jung & Santamarina, 2012) impact hydrate layer growth rate and its thickness. Here we investigate this problem using nonequilibrium theory and numerical simulation. Specifically, we perform 1-D simulations of hydrate layer growth on a gas-liquid interface for both CH 4 and Xe at 278.15 K and investigate (1) hydrate growth kinetics, (2) the impact of hydrate nonstoichiometry on layer thickness, and (3) compositional heterogeneity within hydrate layers.
The system of four partial differential equations (PDEs) in equations (8) and (9) is discretized using finite elements and a monolithically coupled implicit time integration scheme. The simulation is performed in a 1-D domain with a 120-μm height (Figure 5a, t = 0) . Initially, the bottom 72 μm of the domain is filled with liquid water that is slightly oversaturated with respect to solubility in the presence of hydrate (circular and triangular markers in Figure 4a ). The top 48 μm of the domain is filled with gas that is slightly oversaturated in water with respect to the H-V equilibrium. We perform the simulation up to 40 min, during which time a hydrate layer grows at the interface (Figure 5a , t = 40 min).
Hydrate Growth Kinetics
Snapshots of the profile across the entire interface (not specific to any phase) for both simulations (Figures 5b and 5c ) illustrate the development of three distinct compositional regions in the domain as the hydrate The rate of diffusion of CH 4 or Xe within hydrate is extremely slow compared to that in gas or liquid. For this reason, the growth of hydrate on a gas-liquid interface results in a mass transport barrier that dramatically reduces hydrate growth rate. Macroscopically, this is evident because as one measures the thickness of interfacial hydrate layers over time, one finds the layers grow to quasi steady state thicknesses after some initial period (Taylor et al., 2007) . This behavior is well captured by our model (Figure 6 ). In practice, however, micropores and other discontinuities in the hydrate layer could enable mass transport across the hydrate layer and facilitate continued layer growth (Jung & Santamarina, 2012) .
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Hydrate Layer Thickness
We investigate the impact of hydrate nonstoichiometry on the quasi steady state layer thickness. We use parameters in Table 2 , which are calibrated from methane experiments (Taylor et al., 2007) and apply the same parameters for both simulations of xenon and methane. This assumption means the kinetic forcing is comparable in both simulations (e.g., similar subcooling/solidification rate). We record the thickness of the hydrate layer over time for both simulations, and compare the result with experimental measurements conducted under similar conditions for methane by Taylor et al. (2007; Figure 6) .
After a brief period of nucleation, the layer growth slows down and the layer thickness plateaus after approximately 10 minutes ( Figure 6 ). It is apparent from the simulations that, under comparable growth kinetic conditions, the xenon hydrate layer is thicker than that of methane hydrate. We conjecture this is due to a wider nonstoichiometry region for xenon hydrate, as shown in Figures 3 and 4b , which implies that a lower concentration of xenon than methane is required in the aqueous phase to maintain equilibrium with the overlying hydrate (Figure 5a ). Consequently, after gas partially dissolves into the aqueous phase at the gas-liquid interface, creating a locally supersaturated region (Figures 5b and 5c, 4 and 8 min) , there is relatively more xenon than methane available for hydrate to grow from the dissolved phase. This allows xenon hydrate to grow over a wider concentration range and form more hydrate than the methane system.
Compositional Gradient Within the Hydrate Layer
As the hydrate solidification front advances starting from the initial gas-liquid interface, the amount of CH 4 /Xe that is required locally to form hydrate is recorded in the profiles of . Take the CH 4 ·H 2 O system at 30 MPa, 278.15 K, for example. At the gas-facing front, hydrate composition is predicted by the H-V equilibrium to be H-V eq ≈ 0.147. At the liquid-facing front, hydrate composition is predicted by the L w -H equilibrium to be H-V eq ≈ 0.139. As a result of such nonstoichiometry in hydrate composition, the amount of CH 4 required to form hydrate is different for the gas-facing and the liquid-facing hydrate front. Thus, there will be a gradient in across the formed hydrate layer, descending from the gas-facing side to the liquid-facing side. The work by Huo et al. (2003) has provided preliminary experimental evidence of such a gradient: they measured CH 4 mole fraction close to the gas-facing and liquid-facing end of the hydrate layer (Figure 3 , blue dots) and confirmed they are indeed different. Here we show that our computational model also predicts a compositional gradient within the growing hydrate layer. Indeed, the profiles of at t = 40 min exhibit a monotonic decreasing trend from the gas-facing front (above the dashed gray line) to the liquid-facing front (below the dashed gray line) of the hydrate layer for both methane (Figure 7b ) and xenon (Figure 7d ), in agreement with experimental results. Because xenon has a more pronounced nonstoichiometry region than methane, the gradient also spans a wider range of values and spatial scales.
Conclusions
Xenon hydrate is an attractive laboratory alternative to methane hydrate in studying gas hydrate formation and dissociation behaviors in controlled settings, and this study provides some of the first comparative work with which to assess the validity of xenon as an analog for methane in gas hydrate research. This paper specifically targets studies of equilibrium thermodynamics and nonequilibrium kinetics, using theoretical and numerical modeling approaches. By comparing equilibrium phase behaviors of Xe·H 2 O and CH 4 ·H 2 O systems based on isobaric-phase diagram generated by CSMGem, we show that the aqueous solubility of xenon is altered by the presence of hydrate, similar to that of methane. Surprisingly, we find that xenon solubility in the presence of hydrate is smaller than that of methane and that xenon hydrate has a more pronounced nonstoichiometry region compared to methane hydrate.
Using a recently proposed continuum-scale phase field model, we then investigate the implications of hydrate nonstoichiometry in the nonequilibrium kinetics of interfacial hydrate growth for both methane and xenon. Our model captures the diffusion-limited hydrate growth kinetics as measured by experiments, which explains why the hydrate layer forming at the gas-liquid interface adopts a quasi steady state thickness in many laboratory studies. When growing under similar kinetic forcing conditions, our model predicts that the xenon hydrate layer becomes thicker than that of methane hydrate. We explain such differences with the observation that xenon has a more pronounced nonstoichiometry region than methane, allowing hydrate to grow over a wider range of compositions. Our numerical calculation is also validated by existing laboratory observations by Huo et al. (2003) , which shows that hydrate nonstoichiometry results in a compositional gradient across the hydrate layer formed in a three-phase environment.
The observed stoichiometry dependence on hydrate formation environment has practical implications for studying laboratory and natural occurrences of gas hydrate, because researchers often assume a fixed stoichiometry in order to link the volume of hydrate to the volume of gas stored in that hydrate (Sloan et al., 2010) . Circone et al. (2005) investigated the composition of methane hydrate by melting fine grains of ice in a pressurized methane atmosphere. This "hydrate from ice" method, developed by Stern et al. (1996) , is designed to maximize the surface area of gas-water contact, where the entire hydrate formation process is assumed to occur (e.g., the upper interface in Figure 7a ). As anticipated from Figure 4b and 7b, the resulting hydrate, which formed in a gas-abundant environment, has a relatively high methane concentration of ≈ 0.145 ± 0.001, given by Circone et al. (2005) as a stoichiometric ratio of CH 4 · (5.89 ± 0.06)H 2 O. They also noted their methane concentrations were higher than those of Huo et al. (2003) , which measured the concentration in hydrate grown from the aqueous side to be ≈ 0.139 ± 0.001, or CH 4 · (6.2 ± 0.06) H 2 O (Huo et al., 2003; see Figure 4b) . Figure 4b provides the basis for converting hydrate volume to stored gas volume during the formation process. In particular, it is appropriate to assume ≈ 0.145 as long as the formation process takes place in a gas-excess environment (Circone et al., 2005; Stern et al., 1996) . However, where hydrate is formed from dissolved phase methane in the laboratory (Priegnitz et al., 2015; Spangenberg & Kulenkampff, 2006) or in nature, assuming ≈ 0.145 would underestimate the volume of hydrate formed from dissolved-phase methane by 4% (assume 10 MPa, 4
• C). In a gas-limiting equilibrium environment, it is more appropriate to assume ≈ 0.139 (at 10 MPa), as suggested by theoretical calculations (Figure 3 ). This also agrees well with laboratory studies, which measure 0.138 < < 0.140, or CH 4 ·(6.14-6.25) H 2 O (Glew, 2002; Huo et al., 2003) and with field surveys of gas hydrates recovered offshore Japan and offshore India, which measure 0.139 < < 0.141, or CH 4 · (6.1-6.2) H 2 O (Kida et al., 2015 (Kida et al., , 2018 .
Our theoretical analysis suggests that hydrate nonstoichiometry could be used to infer the hydrate formation environment via careful compositional studies of recovered hydrates. The compositional distinction between hydrate formed from free gas versus dissolved phase is maximized at the moment of hydrate formation. In quiescent environments where hydrate has sufficient time to equilibrate with water (Ebinuma et al., 2005; Hyodo et al., 2017; Kneafsey et al., 2011) , such compositional details have been shown to diminish over time through diffusion in order to establish hydrate-water equilibrium (Circone et al., 2005) . However, in environments where hydrate formation is being fed by active gaseous methane flow, such as that of hydrated-crusted gas bubble plumes (Wang et al., 2016) , seeps, and seafloor outcrops (Bünz et al., 2012; Haeckel et al., 2004; Linke et al., 1994; Macelloni et al., 2012; Plaza-Faverola et al., 2015 , Riedel et al., 2018 Suess et al., 1999; Smith et al., 2014) , and gas chimneys (Andreassen et al., 2017; Haeckel et al., 2004; Liu & Flemings, 2006) , the compositional gradient in the hydrate is likely sustained by the nonequilibrium nature of interfacial hydrate formation. While in situ measurements of hydrate compositions in these environments are less accessible, our results suggest that xenon is a good laboratory analog to methane in order to understand how hydrate formers transport through these geologic multiphase settings. Measuring and understanding compositional dynamics of hydrates that formed under gas-excess conditions will help us interpret methane venting rhythms around the world's oceans, infer gas flux dynamics, and assess the role of persistent seafloor methane discharge in the global carbon cycle.
The analogy between methane and xenon hydrate systems also raises the interesting possibility of addressing the following question: To provide insight on a particular methane hydrate occurrence existing at some pressure, temperature, and composition (p, T, ) condition in the field, what conditions should one use to create an analogous xenon-hydrate experiment in the laboratory? We envision that one can address this question by first mapping the hydrate-forming conditions from one guest molecule (methane) to another (xenon) in the (p, T, ) diagram, and then establishing an approximate time scaling that captures the difference in kinetic rate of hydrate formation between the two systems. While developing of such a thermodynamic equilibrium map and kinetics scaling is beyond the scope of this study, it is an exciting prospect for future work, which would facilitate the design of analog laboratory experiments.
